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Huang divided his duties between career
development, drug and alcohol ~unseling
a!\d the registering and planning of student
activities. '1 really held a job and a half,"
Huang commented.
In the spring of 1993, Huang was promoted to Associate Dean of First-Year Students, a newly created. position designed to
help first-year students with their adjustment to college life. Huang also continued
organizing and registering student activities,
presenting regular substance-free events to
the entire campus community.
Looking back on his accomplishments
at Bard, Huang said that he was especially
proud of his work in the Career Development Office.
11
1 worked hard at giving the Career
.Development Office some direction that I
thought was missing/' said Huang. 'When I
arrived, the position had been vacant for a
semester and things like the resume book
were ten years old. Putting that office back in
order was a big accomplishment."
u0ne of the things 1'11 remember the
most about Bard is the students who came
back later to thank me for helping them,"
continued Huang. ''It's the individual students that I've helped, not anything that I've
done for the college that I'll really take away
with me."
None of which is to say that Huang
hasn't contributed greatly to the college. 11It's
funny. You resurface the pool table and you
have people thanking you for the next six
months. Butthenyoudosotnethingelseyou'd
think would be much more significant and
youdon'thearmuch about it," Huang added.

There the wicked cease
from troubling, and there the
weary be at rest.
-The Bookj of Job
.. /I
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Associate Dean Jeff Huang is leaving.
Bard for Claremont

Jefferson Huang has bittersweet decision" to take another job at
beenoneofthemostopen Claremont-McKenna College in CaliforiVIichacl
and energetic members of nia ~d p~rsue his PhD in Philosophy and
the Bard College admin- Ethics.
Poit·ier
istration since his arrival
"I'm leaving on good terms, but I'm
Staff
oncampusthreeandahalf going to miss this place," Huang conyears ago. Beginning as fumed. Through the course of the interll"riter
the director of career De- view, he discussed his past accomplishvelopment, and later pro- ments alongside his perceptions about
moted to Associate Dean of First-Year Stu- Bard and its future.
dents, Huang has been extremely active and
Looking back
accessible in his relationship with the student
body.
At the ageo£24, Huang came to Bard
Unfortunately though, Bard College is
in the winter of 1992 after working at
going to have to let him go.
In an interview Mondaymoming,Huang LeHigh University as the Coordinator of
announced that he will be leaving his position Safety and Housing. Hired at Bard as the
at Bard after graduation. He said that it was"a Assistant Dean for Student Development,

Huang has done considerable work in
planning the design and construction of the
imminent campus center. "Hopefully my
mark will be in the work I've done in the
campus center planning, going to all the other
college campus centers and learning from
their mistakes," he said. ''I've had a real voice
in the design of it, even though I'm not the
architect."
Huang does have a few suggestions for
improvements before he leaves. "Number
one is get the campus center up as soon as
possible," he said. 111 really think that will
improve the social dynamic of the college,
and that's important."
Huang also suggested that the College
should look more into collaborative programs
withotherinstitutionsin America and abroad.
''I've seen that as one demand that comes up
again and again," Huang explained.
Asked what he thought were the best
things about Bard, Huang replied: ''The thing
I brag about Bard when l talk to people from
other schools is that Bard is a very o~n
place...There is certainly tension here, but
Bard doesn't have that very ~sic struggler.,
,~

continued on page .t.

News
&
Notes
Th_ e____w_eek. in review
ThePal- Islamic University and senior
estinian po- member of Hamas called the arPedro
lice arrested restsnemptygestures."Heforsees
l~odri~uez
overlOOmili- a decline in popularity for the
tants Mon~ Palestinian :
Liberation
.ll anaging
day,AprillO, Organization'_s leader Yassit'
l:'tlilor
inresponsetO Arafat. .
.
_ ~ : · ·.·,
Israeli Prime _ _. TheUnitedNationsreporis
.
,. . .
_ M fn i ste r·. 'thatSerbswereapparentlyfiring
, -. YitzakRabin'sthreattoreconsider on the civilians of Sarajevo,
' th,.~ ~Panston of Palestinian self- . Bosnia-Herzegovina. Some of the
rule.Rabinwasrespondingtotwo sheDs used were 120 millimeter
, _ ~· · anti-I~a~i$uidde bombings that . mortar: rounds banned from a
occurred April 9, killing eight · 12.5 mile zone surrounding
people, including seven Israeli Sarajevo. The ban was imposed
:SoldiersandanAmericanstudent i.n February 1994 after a mortar
from Bra~deis Universit}r. ·
blast in a Sarajevo marketplace
. . Hamas and Islamic Holy killed over 60 people.
War, two Palestinian militant
The Bosnian goverr\ment
.. groups1 tookresponsibilityforthe nevertheless ce!ebrated ~e capbombings. The first bomb struck a ture of Mount Vlasic, 45 miles
bus ten miles southwest of Gaza northwest of Sarajevo.
-·City, near Kfar Darom. The secSenate Majority Leader Bab
ond hit a convoy headed for Dolehasofficia1lyannouncedhis
Netzarirn.
_ _
bid for the Republican presidenMahmoudZahar,physician tialnomination. The71 year-old
and university professor at the senator•s congressional c~reer

Classifietls and personals

ENTREPENEURS: Start
your part~time business. Re· sidual income monthly. No in~
spans 34 years. Dole makes his ventory, No· retail sales, NO
third and final bid for the Oval RISK! Sound intriguing? Call
Offiee. ·
679-4150.
President Albe~to K.
Fujimori has effectively clinched
SUMMER SUBLETS The
another term_in the Peruv_i,an__ .Graduate School of Environ, presidentiale1ecti9Jl. The National mental Studies is looking for
~ection Boarci w,iijt the .CQllnt .. student housing for this sumnearing completion reported mer, mid June through mid
Fujimori well ahead with 45% rif August. If you wish to sublet
the votes. Fujimori was instru- or rent, please call758-7483 or,
. ~tal in. ~g Peru's economy see Molly or Liz in Sottery 101.
and hindering the Shining Path .
terroristorganization. .
The Bard. Observer seeks
Representative Nathan staff. All interested writers,
D~al of. the Ninth District of photographers, copy editors,
Georgia has defected from the artists, cartoonists, etc. are
___Democratic pariY-_ to the G.O.P. welcome. Meetings are held in
Heisthethird Democrat to do so room84, Tewksbury basement,
since the Republicans slaugh- Mondays at 7:00 pm., or call
tered the Democrats in the fall 758-0772.
election. "During the last 100
days, I have observed my party
The Bard Music Festival
at the national level simply not needs people. If you are going
be willing to admit that they are to be around this summer1 or out of touch with mainstream would like to be around this
Americ~,'' Deal said.
'lJ- summer and would like to get
first hand knowledge of how a
music festival works, or even
if you are just curious, please
call Robin Leebardtat758-7410
~X. 7410).

Mose Allison.

jazz and blues_ tnu~ician .
performs at· Olin _Au.dit~r_!qm.
Friday, April 14 · 8 pm

Security Update
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The
practice
room in the
Student
Center (Old

Pedro
Rodriguez
.ll ana;.:ing
Editor

Gym) was
looted over

spring
break. Over
$1,100
worth
of
equipment
was
clasHa ..
taken
including
an
irreplaceable
Dutch••• cammunfty Col1ep
guitar handmade by a Bard stuPougboepsle, NY
• dent. The theft also includ¢ ana.ASS STARTS
other guitar, an effects board,
.t.UM.Z·Mon. llay 111
cables and the like. No signs of
forced entry were found; the thief
GB.E.-Bat. April 22nd
or thieves probably had a key.
A few motor vehicle acci~
.LSAZ·Sun.. April 30th
dents have occured on Bard parkIWA.Z·Tues. June 13th
ing lots. All accidents should be
reported to security. Director of
C•ll 140D-KAP·TEST
Safety and Security KimSquiillace
TO REGISTER
comments that ''it is verydiscouraging to bea member of the Bard
community/ and find that your
vehicle has been hit, and not re-
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Lost keys, little yellow
keychain. If you find them,
please call 876-8355.
. I found a skatebof.:\rd by
Ma!-'or. Box 1254 to identify.

I found your leather
jacket in Robbins .third floor
hall. It•s been there for three
weeks. .Identify it and get ·it
back.· Call 752-7476 or drop a
note in box 839.
Looking for a. two-bedroom apartment to rent in
Tivoli, Barrytown, or Annandale starting June 1 through
next school year. Please drop
a note in Box 1340.
· Performers Wantedf To
strut your stuff at the Queer+
Coffeehouse c..n Friday, April
21 at 9pm, whether you're
queer or just queer-friendly, ,
whether you•re a poet or musician or dramatist or diva.
Contact Brent Armendinger
via Campus Mail ASAPl
Remember that Bard
Observer dassifieds are free

to the public.

·

Jeff Huang
continued

continued frompage 1
that very basic ignorance of un~
derstandingother people. That's
something I really loveaboutthis

ported by the driver who was place."
'1 won't miss the Old Gym,
responsible for the damage."
A security officer was bitten though, that's for sure;' Huang
while patrolling the campus by a joked.
Huang will continue workdog. Dog owners are required to
leash their dogs while on campus. ing on campus until the end of
Bard College fire alarm this semester. At Claremontpolicy is often nc;>t being adhered McKenna College, located in a
to. "People are not leaving the suburb of Los Angeles, he will
dorms in some cases," said Squil- take his new position as Orientalace. Security officers routinely tion Director .of Claremont
silence the alarms before in- . Housing and supervisor of the
specting the building in question student resident assistants.
At the Oaremont Graduto protect their hearing. The
alarms are silenced, not reset. ate School, Huang will continue
Should a fire alann go off in a his studies in philosophy and
building, the building is to be ethics. Heisnotyetcertain which
evacuated completely. Reentry genre of ethics (medical, legal or
is allowed only after the security business) he will focus on in his
officer has emerged from the dissertation. However, he is very
building and given the all-clear excited about his field.
1
' 1 actually love ethics besignal, not upon the silencing of
cause
there are a lot of issues that
· the alarm!
As a final note, skate- I'm undecided on and I like not
boarding is not allowed on cam- coming to closure on some of
·pus. This is a safety measure!1' those issues. r,.eaving them open
and alive is actually the fun part'

of it," he enthused.
Huang confi-rmed that a
search committee is already
fonned to fill the position he is
vacating. He said that they hope
to have a replacement here by
mid-June for orientation.
Finally, Huang is looking
forward to his final season of
Bard intramural softball. "I'm
hoping to make a strong
enough showing to appear on
the all-star team," he said. "I'm
hoping that my team the Gym
Rats will go all the way.· We
have a really strong team the best I've seen in my fC'fF
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. Slightly less foruJD ruckus

_Spring semest(!r's third run~_smooth ...
·T h e
Student Asso cia tion
forum yesterday was
a considera b I y
smoother
·ride than

un(i~_th~ ~rzd

mittee member Joshua Bell option on room draw paper- Committee is currently
and Student Judiciary Board work. Should th~. proposal evaluating professors for
Pedro
Ch~ir ~dr~w Fowler. They pass, the co-op wi1l probably permanent tenure. A comRodriguez
are charged with co~ing up be located in unspecified "new" mittee member described the
with a cohesive amend~ent housing.
·
attitude of. many professors
;\1anaging
for passage before the next
Bard's long standing plan toward book expens~s as
Editor
elections.
. to buy Annandale is proving .,largely unsympathetic." She
The Studen.t life Committee diffi~_ql t, and the administra- is working toward getting the
is scheduling saraSe/book/ se- tion has instead set its sights book list that professors subtheprevioustwoforumsforth~. niorstuffsal~forMay13,tre~ on Tivoli~as a "cQll_ege town. ~ mittothebookstoretoalsobe
spring semester-that is, unt~l dateas~M~Party.
Bard may buil<l dormitories sent to the library so that_the
the final issue on the agenda.
Fundingf~rtJ:tenew_stuthere_, or perhaps buy an· ex-' library could put on reserve
To the. dismay of some and the dent c~~t~~ is run_n_ing $2 isting building.
~ all books owned by it.
glee of others, the last 45 min- million short_. Student Life , . The Library I Bookstore
Educational
Policy
utes were a return to.· the Committee Chair Gilberta Committee)~ t(!~.i'pg sugges- Committee Chair Sean O'Neil ·
grandstanding fun that about Afonsoestimatesthetgt!ilcost tions for the improvement of · proposed, for a third time, a
25 of the ~ver 100,0)3~~d stu- . at a~~und $4 mill_io!'. Here- boththelipraryandbookstore, ·constitutional amendment
de~ts may have come to expect. ports that the administration - care of Joshua Bell, Box 32. The concerning the Faculty Search
The ruckus was gver a is_neverthelessoptimistic and obvious and perhaps most Committee, which eaf?-ily
constitutional amendment is seeking one donor for one beneficial suggestion of more passed. The amendment is
concerning voting procedure. sizeable gift.
.
book~ was not smiled upon.
quoted below:
The matter was tabled for an
The vegan food co-op re- Bell remarked "we ~ght be
Each faculty search com..emergency" forum scheduled mains an unofficial possibil- able to get a new beanbag," and mittee must have a minimum
for Wednesday, April 26. A ity ,-but probably not for will be taking suggestions for of two students who prefercommittee was created includ- Feitler, the originally envi- color. There will be a meeting ably have declared majors in
ing Michael Poirier, Bryan sioned dorm. Because the of this_ cot!!_~ittee Wednesday the field in which the proShelton, Secretary Imteaz proposal is still pending, the April 19.
spective candidate is to teach,
Mannan, Student Life Corn- co-op will not appear as an
The Educational Policies and always in a ratio of no
less than one student for every
t~:tree faculty m~mbers, appointed in consultation with
the Committee on Vacancies.
Any student may directly pe.
.
·-:-. tition that committee with
This is tworepresentativesoo.tstotheBoazd be submitted bytherontenders to the complaints about the selection
,
my first op- of Trustees and two representative Secretary (Box 988, campus mail).· of students.
portunity to seats to the Alumni Association.
The Planning Committee
Only the positions that require caminform the
The positions up for election pus-wide election would need a received "a slew of requests"
Bard commu- at the student forum Tuesday, May statement of purpose. 1re dead.lirie for Emergency and Laundry
nity of the 16, are: five Student UleCommittee for statements of purpose isS:OO pm,
election pro- positions, five Planning Committee Thursday, Apri127, 1995.
cess for the p:>Sitions, eight Educational Policy
For the Bard commtmity, all
variousoffices Committee positions, four Student statementsofpurposewillbe printed
of the Student Association for the Judiciary Board positions and two in the Bard Observer prior to the elecacademicyearof1995-96. Theelection Student Judiciary Board clltemate tion.
will take place in May through earn- positions.
Further details of the elec.
pus--wide election and through the
The Election Committee will tion will be announced as more
last student forum.
be chaired by Sean ONeill, the cur- information is received. If any
The campus-wide election is rentOtairpersonoftheEducational questions or concerns arise, feel
· .·. tentatively scheduled to take place in Policies Committee. He will solicit free to contact Sean or me for more
the pool room of thepresffit StUdent volunteers for the Election Com- infonnation.
Center (Old Gym) Thursday, May 11 mittee.'Iherommittee positions are
I am pleased to see the recent
and Friday, May12. The positions up open to ail-interested rrembers of awareness over the election proceforelectionaretheEducationalPolicy theSrudentAssodation, and the in- dures. I hope that this letter has 1:x.'al
CommitteeOlair,PlanningQ>l!lJilit- terested students Should contact helpful and informative. With the
tee 0\air, Stu<:fent Judiciary Board SeannolaterthanApril21 toensu!e support and enthusiasmofallofyou,
Chair,Studeriti.ifeCommittreQlair, adequate planning and arrange- we can make this election a great
Treasurer of the Student Association, ment.
success.Thankyouallforyourpatient
Secrc!my of the St_l!dcnt Association,
Astatennltofp~should
perusal.

a

11

Secr~tary

on elections
-·--~

• COWSION REPAIR

• GlASS REPLACEMENTS

• INSURANCE ESliMATES • .FRAME STRAIGHTENING
J24 HR TOWING

I

SHOP
HOME

914-876-1242
914-758-3948

fund money. Laundry fpnd requests will oe first evaluated
by the Planning Committee
which will make its "recommendations." Th~ requests will
then be p~t to ca_~i:ms-wide
vote. Students will vote for the
Planning Committee's recommendation or the request is denied. Dar a Silverman said "I
register disgust" in reference
to the process. Treasurer Gabor
Bognar estimates the remaining
Emergency funds at $10,000.
May 6, Red Hook is sponsoring Apple Blossom Day.
They invite all Bard arts.
Representatives to the
Board of Trustees Dara
Silverman and Laurie Curry
report~d that Vice President
Dmitri Papadimitriou backed
and got a ~uition increase of
3.7% for the 1995-96 year. He
recommended 3.7 over increases of 3.0, 3.2 and 4.2 percent increases because financial
aid costs would be kept down.
Asked abo~t potential
state and federal financial aid
cuts, President Leon Botstein
said Bard would deal with them
when they happen .
Chelsea Miller was elected
to serve on the Selection Committee to find a replacement
for departing Assistant Dean
of Students and Dean of FirstYear Students Jeff Huang. 't]'

Beware wri~er.s bearing gifts
Lewis Hyde lectures on chance and accident
Lewis
Hyde, proLinnea
fessor of
1\.nol lmucllcr
Art
and
Politics
at
Features
Kenyon
Editor
College
,gave
a
public lecture April 6, sponsored by the
Institute for Writing and
Thinking. His talk was entitled
"A Gift of Hermes: On Change
and Accident in Creative
Work," and centered around
· Hyde's own writings and his
discoveries through ,the creative process. A poet, writer,
editor, and translator, he has.
a wide history in the world of
arts and letters from which to
'draw ideas and examples.
Hyde is currently studying trickster figures in literature and mythology, which
coincides with his earlier work
with hermaion-the gift of
Hermes, or the accidental find.
"In all creative work there is
some pattern or design, yet
things happen that you don't
expect," he said, the trickster
figure in particular is usually
11

in a state of wandering, and
will unexpectedly bump into
things." Using the story of
Hermes, the Greek messenger
god, for specific examples,
Hyde explained that on the
day of his birth, Hermes left
his mother's cave and
stumbled upon a turtle. He realized that he could make a
lyre out of the shell- a fortunate accident.
"But the trickster figure
is about the boundaries of the
group, and how one can get
out of it. The language of finding is interesting because it is
ethically ambiguous; there is
no clear moral system associated with finding."
Suggesting· that people
are looking for an "escape from
the fabrics structuring their
lives," Hyde asserted that the
lucky find allows for alternatives to such strong bonds as
social situation ~~ :_te. An
accident always has a context
of the ongoing design, and the
lucky find is a way out of that
design.'!
The crux of ~yde's talk
was the larger questions asked
by the hermaion: what
does an accident reveal? What is on the
other side of order? If
tricksters are messengers, what message do
they bring? He provided three possible
answers, some more
compelling to him
than others.
"The classical
answer is 'it is the will
of the gods'-that
there are no accidents,
you just think there

in creative work

are. Wlylt is being revealed is
a higher design," Hyde stated,
offering Freud as a modem
version of this classical
thought. uln psychoanalytic
theory there are also no accidents, just outbursts of the
unconscious, one's real feelings." for Hyde, though, this
solution is incomplete. "If
Hermes has an accident and
reveals the will of the gods,
and he is a god himself, what
does this say? To me, it suggests that heaven itself is unsure, and open to contingency."
As a second interpretation, Hyde -said, "perhaps
these trickster characters bring

primordial chaos to heaven. wh~re you want to go with a
The answer of 'hidden pur- story, but have to be open to
pose' is something we made alternatives. We need this type
up to cover up the chaos sur- of intelligence to live in a world
rounding us. I think that's a of contingency. Hermes has the
plausible answer, but the wit to live in a world of hapGreeks complicate it by dis- penstance, the world invoked
tinguishing between smart by mythology." In support of
luck and dumb luck. So, this his idea, Hyde quoted Picasso,
who said, "I don't seek, I find,''
cannot be relied upon."
Hyde's personal answer and Louis Pasteur, who asis that the lucky find reveals serted that "chance-favors only
the mind of the finder. Only the prepared mind."
While the content of the
the person open to finding the
unexpected will recognize lecture was rather esoteric, the
something as a lucky find. deli very and examples were
11
The mind is prepared for clear and simple. Perhaps other
what it's not prepared for- writers can take a lesson away
this paradox comes up a lot in from the studies and thoughts
V'
writing. You have an idea of of Lewis Hyde.

11
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froiD your
friends at the
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De~nocracy

TriuiDphant?

A conference on truth, justice and thi! EaStern European way
ous speakers to express hope
for democracy in Eastern Europe. In the election of former
Communist Party members to
the new government in. Hungary, he sees not a disaster for .

Five years after much of
Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union won the right to
democratic self-determination, the ultimate destiny of
the region is still uncertain.
"Democracy Triumphant?, Issues and Perspectives on the
Post-Cold War Era," a conferen~ held at Bard Saturday,
·AprilS, btought scholars and
reno wed international figures·
together to exchange views on
the future of these new de. inocracies.
: . Conference Director and
Bard professor Amy Ansell, in
her welcoming speech, characterized the event as a ' follow-up to a conference held ·

the ·future but 11the normal
growing pains of a working
democracy." Nations that resisted the domination of Soviet-style communism for
years, he said, aren't about to
fold so easily. "Democracy is
becoming ·an inherited culture," he optimistically proclaimed.
However, Har~szti foresaw potential dangers to
Eastern Europe in government
control of the media. All of the
new democracies in the region,
he said, could not avoid the
temptation of keeping partial
control of broadcast media. For.
the maintenance of tru.e free:dom of the press, television
and radio must be established
on an autonomous basis,
similar to the British BBC network. The establishment of
truly private companies,
though, might remain an
American phenomenon.

1

five years earlier." Called l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!J
"'Recovery of Memory," the
1990 meeting had been held in
.
the hopeful aura immediately learning at one of several sites at the end of the Cold War. she said.
Greenberg ended her talk
following the opening of the in Poland, the Czech Repub- "Should we interfere or interEastern Bloc.
·
lie, Hungary, and other coun- vene in Eastern Europe?" on a pessimistic note, stating
. Now, in the wake of dis- . tries. .
. .
·.People who do not ask this that the people of Eastern Eu- .
illusionment with the sacriquestion, she said, are stuck rope and the former Soviet .
.· fices neces.sita ted by economic
. Understanding · t!Uougn in the past, captive to the Cold Union are disappointed with
rerorm, some polittes tn the Uialogue
·
War's crusading mentality their lives today. #Things don't
region have elected former
and unable to see that the feel good,11 she sighed.
Elzbieta Matynia echoed
communist functionaries to
The ~ext speaker ma·y United States shares many of
national office. In. the ·west~ have been ·familiar. to Bard the economic and social this sentiment. Another former
observers have worried that students. Former ·history problems for which we pro- Bard professor, Matynia is dithe new democracies may re- professor and associate dean fess to have the solutions •in rector of the East Central EuNationalism and Ethnic
vert to authoritarian rule.·
Karen Greenberg returned to ·the East.
rope P'rogram at the New Conflict
·
Proposing her own solu- School for Social Research.
· Ansell emphasized the the college to open the first
importantroleofinternational discussion, 'Educatio~ arid tiol)., Greenberg noted that 11 Things are not looking well,"
The most interesting and
exchanges in furthering un- Media
in
Transition."
influenceisalotbetterthan especially in Russia, she said, timely part of the conference
· derstanding among different Greenberg, the founder of PIE, interference or intervention." noting agrowing divisiveness came next, with a total of five
cultures. Along these lines, she is now executive vice presi- She would focus on exchange, thatthreatens the consolidation participants discussing the
lauded Bard's own Program dent for programs at the Open emphasizing that both West of democracy there.
forces threatening Central
in International Education Society Institute.
and East could benefit from
Matynia felt that Eastern Europe and tearing apart the
(PIE). In its fourth year, the ·
Speaking with a pointed, what one has to teach the Europeans needed to make a former Yugoslavia.
PIE program brings students direct style, Greenberg other. Programs based on mental adjustment to adapt to
Bard professor Shelley
from Central and Eastern Eu- brought up what to her is the umutua1ity of interest," such the new realities of freedom, McConnell introduced the
rope to study at Bard while fundamental question for as the PIE program, hold the but, she said~ the United States subject by drawing on her exBard students can spend time Americans to ask themselves gr~atest hope for progress, would not do all the teaching. pertise in the emerging field
Americans could help by of democratization. The comadopting a ..,.non-patronizing plicated issues raised by the
approach." She stated that a new governments in Eastern
dialogue amo_ng intellectuals . Europe "caught the literature
and scholars from West and by surprise." Old ideas have
East is the key to progress and made way for theories that
The Dime Store is open for over the counter service
understanding. '
'take the role of ethnicity and
Monday through Thursday ll:OOam- 12:00pm.
"I have never taught at identity into account. In preMail orders can be placed at any time Monday through Friday. ·
Bard," joked Miklos Haraszti. vious democratic transitions
He modestly did not mention characterized by conflicts of
. Our items for sale now include:
his true credentials, which in- interest, problems could be
Lifestyles Lubricated Nonoxynol-9 condoms
elude editing Hungary's major negotiated. Identities, she
Lifestyles Colored Lubricated Nonoxynol-9 condoms
clandestine magazine in the noted, could not be debated.
Lifestyles Non-Lubricated condoms
1980's and a stint in the first
Moderator
·Norman
Kiss of Mint Non-Lubricated ·condoms
democratically elected Hun- Manea spoke briefly on nagarian Parliament from 1990to tionalism
and
Aqua Lube water based lubricant
1994.
His
political
experience
multiculturalism.
His
backAnd more to come.
showed in his charming · ground as a Bard professor of
Look for our soon-to-arrive expanded brand selection.
speaking style, which had the literature appeared in cryptic
Be safe.·
crowd laughing several times. references to the ~~civilization
Now a professor at of soil versus the civilization
Northwestern University, of the satellite." He said that
Haraszti broke with the pre vicontinued i:m page 8
1
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What's What

·The columnist's_interview with.. his interviewer
by Sean O'Neill

Ever suspect that people our age are
beseiged with criticism?
Perhaps I'm paranoid.
ButwhatifColumbiaHousesentme
a free CD each: time I heard that my generation is dull and lazy?
I'd ·own a huge music collection,
wouldn't I?
·
Andmostofthesongsl'd hayewould
be about angst and hopelessness, right?
Unlike the Baby Boomers, we're told,
people our age haven't earned anything.
It's said that everything has been h3.nded
to us all of our Jives.
Everything like pollution, lousy
schools and debt, perhaps?
Well, pardon my slowness ~ I'm
only a product of my time - but who
draws these silly conclusions? Nevermind
. Nevermind. I like our "generation," whatever age-group it spans.
And, while all it takes is a glance at
the Times to know that our lives may not
tUrn out Happily Ever Laughter, thing's
·aren't excessively glum either.
-Iaddedanew"Youth-Are-Doomed"
lecmre to my expanding collection when I
_recently sought employment forth~ summer.

I had been warned in advan<;e that
thisfirmhcid a conservative ideology. One
person employed by it, for example, was
Alexander Haig, a former assistant to
President Ronald Reagan.
The place certainly was financially
conservative. I discovered that the job
. would pay twenty-five cents an hour.
I had an interView with the director
of "human resources." The director studiedmeoverastackofnewspaperclippings
that were piled on his moon-marbly desk.
The standard questions ensued.
"Why do you want the job? How did you
find out a~ut it? Why did you choose to
go to Bard?"
The questions then veered in a
strange direction.
~'Where do you see yourself in five
years?"
Traveling the world, I said.
~wm.you be marlied by then?''
Probably not.
"Good. Who is your hero?"
I almost answered Forrest Gump,
.the man who always wins,orelse Malcolm
X, thenim who would have won; Instead,
I said Marc Russell, a political comedian
he didn't know.
11
What do you think is the greatest
difficulty looming for twenty to twentyfive year olds?"

A toxic environment.
"No, no. I mean, why are young
people drinking, drugging and sexing
themselves to death?''
I don't know, sir.
~'What is the cause of the decline of
the middle class?"
One reason is that more and more
jobs require specialized education in the
U.S. and that there is less demand for less
skilled workers. AI5o, the standards of
consumption that define middle class status have become increasingly outrageous.
"What do you think about the family?"
·I·Iike families, sir. I think they're a
good idea.
11
And the climbing divorce rates?"
I would say economic changes have
caused the divorces, and do not think that
divorces cause economic decline.
~rvou're very analytical, ~n't you?"'
he said, in a tone of disapproval
He then 11 tossed out a theery'' forme.
The nuclear family - that is, a man, a
woman, and their children - is a social
ideal that shrinks the middle class as well
as .creates hordes of nihilistic, amoral
twenty-somethings.
This man believed that extended
families, which in turn build mutuallysupporting· neighborhoods, are superior

to the consumer-oriet:tt~, individualistic
ethos of nuclear families. Large families
allow many chances for emotional release
and personal expression, whereas small
families encourage em~tional exiting."
A noteworthy idea.
The despair created by unnaturally
small families, consequently, leads to substance abuse, which leads to unprotected
sex, which contributes to the spread of
HIV infection that, ultimately, will eradicat~ American twenty to twenty-five year
olds.
Infection will kill off, in Darwinian
style, those youth who do not realize what
is best for them. The biological imperative
of our species is to recreate extended
families, and only this will restore our
nation's economic well-being.
That was a rather analytical argument, I responded. Then I repeated a sentence of Leon Botstein's, about how this
logic was ~'nostalgia for a past that never
was."
I said "emotional exiting'' happened
in extended families in the past, too; that
Prohibition was made law in the prosperous 1920's because of rampant alcoholism
despite extended families; that the perpetual changing of jobs and locations disrupts plans for extended familie~, etcetera.
· Surprise! I didn't get the job~
11

Bard Spring
Mental Statism and the Machine Experience
by Sean CYNeill
Her visits to the library were. intermittent, since she kept erratic study hours.
Yet he was al~ays there, in the '~reading
room" that was open all hours.
.
She first had noticed him a few weeks
into 1997, when his gaunt figure passed
like an apparition along the book-shelves
beside her.
. . Itwasn't,however, until she failed to
pull her first all-nighter that she ·ventured
into the all-night reading room. She sat
across from him, but~ instead of memoriZing her chemistry texts, she fell asleep.
. When she awoke at dawn, he
still there. His only move~ents were to
occasionally turning a page. She wanted to
sa.ysomethingamusingto him, but decided
not" to. His concentration seemed too intense to disturb.
She left the eerie scene for her bed in
Tewksbury dorm, where she dreamed of
him. How nice it would be to know
someone who would give equally intense
attention to her!
·
Curious in a way she had almost
forgotten she could be, she returned in the
afternoon to the library after taking her
chemistry test.

was

She walked conspicuously to the
magazine rack first, and then headed towards the room.
~
He was still th~re. Except for the fact
that he was holding a ~ferent book, she
would have been unable tell if he had
ever left his seat. She sat at a desk, slightly
behind him and to his right. She coughed,
loudly. He remained motionless. After a
few minutes, she left.

to

Soon, her friends, formerly accustomed to finding her by a third floor
window, noticed that she had changed
her favorite study spot to the always-open
reading room.
. , . Herfriendssawotherchangesinher
personality, too.Sheseemedmoreagitated.
Whentalkingtothem,shewasincreasingly
prone to distraction. She denied, though,
that she was experin)enting with any new
drug.
Then, one Tuesday, she got a feeling
in her blood that compelled her to do
something. Something daring. Something
wicked.
.
She went to the room. The pale, almost tubercular-looking figure turned a
page of a book.
She walked over to him, crouched
I

on her knees, and said, breathily, 'L)'ou're
in my seat."

The reader continued to read.
"Getup, you're sitting in my favorite
seat/' she said.
No response.
Dizzy and fearful, she did the unexpected. No one knows why she did it.
Perhaps to provoke him? Or to unconsciously let her inner fears free?
She screamed. ShriJI, long and in his
"'
The man looked up from his volume
of Goethe, grimacing. His disdain for humanity was renewed with double vigor.
How was it possible, he wondered, that
this ugly,
beast could be one of
the most expensively educated humans in
the history of the world?
JeffKatz,alibrarian,rushed in. ~'Who
screamed?''
~"'He did,'~ she pointed.
'Nonesense," Katz said. "He doesn't
talk."
"Who is he?"
face.

screaming

''Johann,anundergradua~eheresince

1952."
Johann returned to reading.
"He looks like he's in his twenties,"

she said, incredulous.
'"Well, the story is that Johann enroBed as a Bard student just like everyone
else, but, when the time arrived for him to
graduate, he didn't leave. He got so fright.:
ened about going out to a world beyond
academics that he chose a life of studying·
instead."
"And he has never aged?"
"No. And he's read every book in
our collection, though it isn't. muCh. Sixhundred books a year, we estimate. He's
probably the most knowledgable man on
the planet. Nevertheless, I know that
doesn't speak. You must have been the one
who screamed/'
·
11
I'm sony," she said, in an unsorry
voice. 11I don't know what cam~ over me. I
guess I thought he was dead.''
· "Hmmph," Katz muttered.
Johann turned another page.
"Why don't you kick him out?"
By rights,~~ said Katz, "Johann
should be kicking us out. Have. you no
respect? He is the one who owns the place,
in a manner of speaking. He's outlasted
everyone and outread everyone. He has
become Bard."
She glanced at Johalln the undead
and felt slightly ill.

he

11

Tennis starts with a slam

The Blazers win three out of four
..

We 11,
Spring is
here and
with it we
see the arrival
of
Men's Varsity Tennis,
intramural
softball, and a .new Observer
Sports writer. Tennis, being
the only varsity sport played
during the spring at Bard, has
made an excellent 'start by
winning three out four of their
first matches.
The Blazers triumphed at
their season opener, Monday
April 3rd, against the College
of Saint Rose with a score of
five to four, winning four out
of six of their singles matches
and one out of three doubles

rna tches. According! y, on
Thursday, April 6th, the Blazers dominated Mount Saint
Mary's College, defeating all
of their opponents with lightning speed.
Unfortunately, the Blazers
could not pull out a win at ~eir
April 6th away meet at Yeshiva
University, where they lost three
to six. Bard's number one seed
Shehzad Hameed, however, did
manage to win his match against
Yeshiva with by the score of 6-4,
7-5. Coach Joel Tomson did not
seem to be disturbed or worried
by the loss to Yeshiva, and further said that he believed this
year's team to be the ' strongest
team Bard has ever had."
Last Monday, the Blazers
played a ·very strong inatch
, against Mount Saint Vincent
1

College at home at the Bard
tennis courts. Although official scores could not be obtained at press-time, we have
:r·eliable reports that Bard
dominated Mount Saint
Vincent without any problem.
According
to
Eugene
Kublanovsky, #they were bad,
very bad."
The Blazers have another
away meet today, against the
ever-wonderful New Jersey
Institute of Technology, so if
you see a player wish them
good luck and Godspeed on
getting out of New Jersey (a
problem the fencing team
seems to have). Also clear your
calenders and come to the
Aprii 20th home meet to cheer
your Blazers on. Until next week
ugo, fight, win, Blazers."
~

Play ball!
Intramural softball season begins
It's that
time of year
.Joshua
again, time to
grab your
Bell
gloves, and
Sports
your bats,
Editor
and
your
·' bottles of .
Lowenbrau
and head onoutto the NEW Bard
Intramural Softball Diamond for
some serious softball action.
That's right time to see otherwise
apathetic and non-athletic Bard
students go out and kick some
severe spherical-ass. This year the
intramural department can boast
17 teams competing in the Recreational League, and four teams
~ competing in the Athletic League. ·
Moreover for those of you who
had not heard, the teams will be
competing on a brand new soft. ball field.
The new field is essentially
a complete field, providing play-'
ers with a backstop, bases, a fence,
a pitchers mound, and imported
softball dirt (from New Jersey).
All students need .to bring is
themselves, a good attitude, and
afewpacketsofBig LeagtieChew.
Unfortunately, the usually pleasant and predictable Hudson Valley weather impeded the start of
the season by dumping snow all
over the field· delaying opening
dayuntilTuesdaythell,ofApril.
Teamsthatweresupposed to play
on Monday should be contacted
by the someone from the gym,

soon, a~ut rescheduling. Accordingly, Tuesdays games were
held without any awful
interuptions from God or nature.
The season was kicked off by
competitorsintheSouthdivision,
withthegamebetweenGraceland
and KEG: the all-demain outfit.
Were assuming that the KEG's
are not the legendary fraternity
Kappa Epsilon Gamma, but by
any means they fell to Graceland
by a score of 28-2.
The second game of the
season was played by Bountiful Crop who defeated one of
last years champions, St. Tula,
14-2•. Rumor has it the film
teamislosinga~ewinthebeg-

ging, just so they can have a
corne~back season and make ·
anen.dearingsportsmovieout
ofthewholeordeal(keepyour
eyes open for not-quite-"MajorLeague" III). This afternoon
at four, the Western division
begins its season with.a game
between Super Diva and the
Zebraheads. This game will
be followed by an Elks/E.O.C.
doubler-header versus first the
Naked Ice Brothers and then
the Klugers.
For all of those that are extremely atheletic, the Athletic
League wiD be beginning its season on Thursday with. a game
between The American Dream
and The Tony Danza· Bonanza.
Followed by the Gym Rats playing the Dirty Dogs, these games

wiU be played at four-thirty on
the same field that everyone else
uses, behind thegym(onaspace
once known as the soccer field).
In other non-softball
sporting news, the Bard
Biathlon is coming up, so anyone interested in competitions
involving great deals of
stamina and exertion get your
Nikes ready and check the gym
or the Observer for further
updates. Also the athletic department will soon be offering
swim lessons, so stop by and
sign up to learn how to swim.
Finally, all those interested in
Badminton should go to the
T.hursday Night Madness
badminton tournament at the
gym. The games. should be
starting at ten-thirty P.M., so
go and play the only sport I
can think of that has a piece of
equipment called a shuttlcock
(sorry cheap joke, but I
couldn't resist).
· · One last note, the new softball diamond did not just magically appear, in some sort of Field
of Dreams frenzy, but was put togetherbyGroundsForernanRandy
O~andtherestC?fthe Grounds
staff. If you see a member of the
Grounds staff thank them for their
hard work, so that We can play. So,
withallofthissaid,onbehalf<?fthe
Observer I would ·like to say 11So
long, see you next week, pJay ball
and God-bless Bard Intramurals."
Bell.
'V'

Box Scores

·

Athletic League
The American Dream
The Tony Danza Bonaza
Gym Rats
Dirty Dogs

Thursday at 4:30
Thursday at 5:30

Northern Division
Woods Warriors

Monday at 4:30
Keyne's Curse
Fashion Rules
Monday at 5:30
The Unicorns
Monday April 11th's games rescheduling TBA

Eastern Division
The Blurnfish Rainbows
Slut Trash
G.A. Enlightenment
D.S. Softball Scientists

Friday at 4:30
Friday at 5:30

Western Division
Super Diva
Zebraheads
Elks/E.O.C.
Naked Ice Brothers
Klugers

Wednesday at4:00
Wednesday at 5:00
·wednesday at 6:00

Southern Division

Graceland
Graceland 28-KEG 2
KEG: all-demain
St. Tula
Bountifu114-St. Tula 2
Bountiful Crop
Next games to be played Tuesday, April 18th
starting at 4:30

Real World Sports
Well~ a new adition to the
Observer will be a real world
sports brief, telling all of you Bard
.students what is going on in the
major league sports world. Once
again the sports world has
thwarted my dreams of being a
professional baseball player, by
announcing that the strike is off.
Major League season begins this
year on April 26. For those New
York fans, the Yankees start with.
a home game versus the:Texas
Rangers, while the Mets play
away at Mile-High Stadium in
Denver Colorado against the notSo-great Rockies. As a die-hard
Red Sox fan I can state with all
conviction, "it looks like a good
year for the boys, I think we are
going to win the whole goddam
thing."
In basketball news, a lot of
teams have clenched spots in the
play-offs, including Orlando,
New York, Indiana, Charlotte~
Chi~go, Cleveland, San Anto-

nio, Utah, Seattle, Phoenix, and
L.A.'s Lakers. Other dose contenders include Bostm~, Houston;and Portland. Look for more
updates as the play-offs begin.
Earlier this week, Ben
Crenshaw won the Masters Golf
tournament beating the favorite
Jay Haas. Crenshaw, who was
two strokes above Haas after the
second round, came back with
two excellent rounds and takes
home a $319,000 purse.
Well,that'saboutallforthis
week. If there is particular sports
coverage you want to see please

drop me a note in Box #185
adressed to Bell and I'll get
around to covering it. Also we
will be beginning a support
group for those still traumatized
by the 1986loss of the Red Sox in
the World Series because of BILL
BUCKNER, those inquiries
should be sent to Box # 32.
Thanks a lot and see you next
week.
V

Democracy conference continued
.

-·

·,_

continued from page 5 she pushed the value of cul- gion, though, predicting that the taiHarianism. Instead, he mean- of the West in Eastern Europe,

the philanthropist emphatically came down on the side of
Western influ~nce. uThe idea
of the open society," he said,
mobilized people to struggle
against "the universal closed
society of the Soviet Union."
Now, people continue to
model themselves after Western ideals..
Soros discussed with regret
the plight of Russia today, which
due to the failures of the WeSt is
falling into a ''black hole." While
a ~pitalist system is emerging
· there, he said, '1. don' tthink it is
going to take hold." Organized
crime and a l\'eak government
have ti'an5forn\at Russia into a
'1awless,amor~l society/' and the
masses remain· "apathetic, alienated, [and] estranged" from the
state.
·
By contrast,Sorosdescnbed ··
the Ukraine as now ' in a very
hopeful stage." ·
Soros next presented his
plan for· a
United Nations.
The Million-Dollar Key- Calling the current organization.
outdated, he proposed drawing
Address
·
up a new cha~~r with perhaps "a
I..ast,butfarfroml~ast,came few fewer mem:OOrs," such as
to
inception of a fr~ mar,ket
.- before Civil society· could catch philanthrppist George Soros. libya. Howev~, }1e was unable
up~ · She thought that Russia's President'"of~ $12 billion invest- to answer later_ questions about
autocratic history would make ment fund, Sores has spread his the feasiblitY. of creating such a
· legalrefonndifficult, butempha- great wealth across the world, new lxx;ly given the antipathy in
Sized that tradition need not doom especially in the countries of the United States towards interthe state to permanent obsoles- Eastern Europe. He has opened national rule. Certai:nly such a
universitie5· arid foundations all new organization would be a
cence.
Overa11, the economic dis- over the region, starting well be- boon to. international inv~stors
cussions were narrow and of lim- fore Gorbachev and political like Soros himself!
The question-and-answer
ited interest to the polltically- openness Jilade such endeavors ·
period showed that Soros had .
oriented attendees. The panelists fashionable and easy.
Bard president Leon Bot- attracted a diverse crowd to Bard
even declined to field one questionfrom the audience, citing lack stein presented Soros to a packed that night. The first person to rise
audience in the Olin Auditorium. to President Botstein's invitation
.of knowledge.
He gave Soros a glowing intro- for questions waved a cigarette
Gellner, Nationalism's duction, comparing· him to aroundandaskedSoroswhether
Guru
Lafayette in his selfless devotion he thought bans against smoking
to democracy and civil society. in public places were compatible
The conference next No one, Botstein said, has with the concept of an open socichangeditsformattoaccomodate "changed the lives of so many ety. When Botstein commented
two keynote speakers. First came people" in Eastern Europe as that rephrasing this question so
Ernest Gellner, Director of the SOros.
that all could hear it wo:uld be
. Ifanyotherproofofhisim- difficult, the questioner was
Centre for the Study ofNationalism in Prague, Czech Republic. portance was required, the pres- laughed at and left in embarrassGellner is an internationally ac- ence of Security Direetor Kim ment.
The next questioner asked
knowledged expert on national- Squillace and Assistant Director
ism, having written more than Jim Lawler, for the first time and if American federal government
twenty books and other publica-: on a Saturday night, spoke vol- could be trusted, given that Bush,
· tionson the subject. According to umes. Theystoodateithersideof Clinton and many other federal
administration sources, he flew the auditorium, watching the au- officials were once members of a
in on the same day of the confer- diencecarefullyasSoroslecturCd. ,trilateral commission." Soros
e:hce, and Bard paid a total of
Soros, surprisingly, looked responded that he was not into
asgoodashispicturesalloverthe conspiracy theories. Funny, with
$6,000 to secure his presence.
·
Considering his price tag, campus. Hespokein-aconfident, foundations in twenty-four
Gellner's talk "Civil Society and relaxed manner, punctuating his countries and with billions of
its Enemies" was less than satis- words with understated hand dollars at his personal comfying. The scholar began by say-· gestures and warm looks at the mand, I kind of expected him
to say that.
ing~hathemeanttost~tethecase audience.
In the debate on the role
. for liberal deJ!locracy against to-

in Eastern Europe today, tural and linguistic pluralism desire to join the West in political
the cerl.trifugal cosmopolitan among regions of the country, union would keep once-authorisociety ~onflicts with the cen- .·with an overall lingua franca" tarian leaders in line.
The next speaker, Peter
to tie the state together, and
tripetal! need for belonging/'
Boettke
of New York Uiliversity,
Iaitf . Bremmer
listed Ci!nada, Switzerland,
1 the next
.
disappointed
with his loud, borspeake:rr, looked like what he and Belgium as successful exing manner and jargon-sprinkled
. W'~S: a young, sharp expert on . amples of her theory.
Karklins said that she verbiage. He proposed political
the for~er Soviet Union. Following :McConnell's lead, the held basically an optimistic solutions to the economic probStanfor~ fellow discussed the view" of Eastern Europe's lems 'the East is experiencing.
Concentrating on Russia, he
importance of ethnicity in the ability to cooperate and persaw
organized
crime filling the
new republics of the East. He haps create a set of new
role
of
contract
enforcement, a
Switzerlands.
drew ai ~ontrast between the
During an amusing ques- · function the state had proved
civic nation-state and the eth:r:ti~-n~twn state, but empha- tion-and-answer period, Pro- unable to perform. As long as
sized that•the latter need not fessorChace took exception to Western models are not thorightbe seen 1as xenophobic and bcid. Karkllns' examples, ch1iming ·lessly imposed on situations peBt.emmer
used . -a
black- that Canada's eth~c diversity. culiar to Russia, though, he felt
.
. I..
.. .
..
board ~o place the civil and is driving it apart and that that the government could adapt
ethnic p1odels of states on a Belgium has had many crises sucCessfully to the new realities
. sc.ale 0~ minoritY inClusiveness that ·have nearly sundered· it. of post-Cold War ecorioinics.
~awyer Katharina ·Pistor
. ranging from ..,full participa- As for Karklins' third example,
tion by just being· there" . to Chace cheerfully said _"I wish ·from Harvard Law School also
~'sh~ot! on sight." Important Swi~zerla~d. didn't _exist,_" directed hercotriments tO Russia's
. fa~~()rs:in making a state more· calling it the exception to ev- eeoriomic predicament Her precise, knowledgeable talk was a
-.- inclqsive i~clude lessening of ery political science rule.
refreshing change from Boettke,
· f;erceited threat from outside·
I
Economics in c·entral.. and she late_r garnered ma::ny
_ a~d pressure
from non-govquestions from the audienc~.
. ~rilil\e*tal· organizations and Europe
Pistor ·attributed· Russia's
human
groups.
· _ es_
· . ~- m
g01ngrieht_s
to take
a qutte
After a break "for lunch, problems with organized crime
11
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-~ .. ~lHf~t:~nt approach," said Bard the conference resumed with a
· · profe~sor James Chace, begin- discussion on the economic tran~
ning qis lecture on ucontain- sition5 ta~ng place in the former
.· ..ing Etrnic Conflict: The New East Bloc. Leading off the talk
·- Securi;tyStructureofEurope." was
moderator
Dimitri
De.par;ting from the previo~s Papadimitriou, who spoke of the
_sp_eakfrs' te~dency to outline careful baiancing act required for
Euroctntric solutions for the .succe~ful economic recovery.
problems of the East, Chace
~inding the right speed to
preserlted the American per- push free-market reform is esspectiye on a security structure sential, Papadimitriou said, as
well as not allowing the need for
for th~ continent.
~ouching on themes Ja- economic growth to outstrip the
miliarl to his students, Chace evolution of guiding institutions.
advocflted a "wholesale re ... He returned to a humble theme
vamp,ng" of the North Atlan- espoused by some of tne earlier
tic 1reaty Organization speakers insayingthat the United
-(NATO) to meet the needs of States, where "many ofour people
I
~h~ nrw Europe. Bush and do not live within" our political
-Clintor, he said, made no. ef- and economic spheres, does not
··fort toirethink the institutions have all the answers for Eastern
of the Cold War era, and as a Europe.
1
Stanislaw Wellisz, a eco-·
result( American policy has
drifter from its over~iding nomics professor at both Colum·goals. A new NATO would bia University and the University
have
the
same function as the of Warsaw, pleased the crowd
.
I
old:. to prevent either Ger- ·with his clever, dry wit. Asking
many) Russia or some other the question on the lips of many
singlefpower from dominating speakers, "why is there a retreat
I
.
from reform," he cited a sharp
Europ,e.
.
-~4Democratic
,
drop since 1989 in the value of
· Ethnobolities" was the title of wages for the people of Eastern
·
profefsOr Rasma Karklins' Europe.
prescriptive speech on the elIronically,refonnsintitiated
ements a multiethnic state re- by.thefirstwaveofelecteddemo•
I
•
quues
to survtve
an d prosper. crats are paying off only now,
While: cultural a~similation of after the fickle electorate has reminorfties is "one way to cre- placed the reformers With former
ate a 1civic nation," Karklins Communists. Wellisz had few
did nqt recommend it. Rather, worries for the future of the re··~

dered into a description of agrarian sOcieties and their dubious
relation to the civil society of today.
Gellner described Marxism
as. a total failure, saying in his
clipped Britishaccentthattheonly
remaining Marxists were probably in this country. Yet he also
said that #totalitarianism. in a
modem society must be Marxist," or have the characteristics of
Marxism. Right wing dictatorshipsarethereforeeasyto tOpple,
heclaimed.
·
. Civil societies today,
Gellner said, stand on three legs.
Without self-policing, the multi·st:ate systerri, and continued economic growth, life as we know it
_would ])e very different. The
scholar cautioned that none ·of
these three will endure forever.
Though we ·may ·trumpet ·the
moral values of liberal society, he
said, we our our success only to
eeoriomic success. .
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How to protect yourselffrom indigeneous wildlife
by Barbara-Jean O'Keefe

Poison Ivy is common on
theBardproperty.Controlling·
it would be virtually impossible, and very damaging
ecologically. So, if you are {or
might . be) allergic, learn to
recognize and avoid poison
ivy. It is a woody vine that
rambles on the ground or
climbs trees, rocks and buildings. The stem (up to 2 inches
in diameter) gives rise to surfaces, often having a hairy
appearance. These root~ets do

not have enlarged disks at the
tips a.nd are not branched. The
leaves have three leaflets, each
about 1-3 inches long and
ususlly with one or two large
teeth on each side. The surface
of the leaves is glossy or oily
looking and they turn red early
int he fall. Many poison ivy
vines bear hanging clusters of
· small, waxy, whitish or grey
(inedible) berries. Poison ivy
usually grows in the sun or
partial sun, along roads and
trails, and thrives on the type
of clay soils with a long his-

tory of disturbance that are so.
prevalent on the Bard campus.
Persons who are allergic to
poison ivy develop a red, itchy
rash, with or without small blisters, several days after contact
with the plant or with the toxic oil
on clothing, pet fur, or other objects. By the 'time the rash appears, the oil is long gone from
the skin and the rash does not
spread tootherpersonsorto other
locations on the same person.
(However, the rash may appear
at different times· on diferent
parts of the body !fter a single

exposure~)

If the rash doesn't.
bother you, leave it alone! If it
itches, it is best treated .with
over-the-counter, or prescription topical cortisone ointments. Don't scratch it-the
symptoms will disappear in a
few days to a week. There is
no reason not to bathe or swim
when you have poison ivy,
unless you scratched the blisters and they have become
bad Iy infected.
You can avoid exposure
by staying out of vegetation
(other than lawns), expecially

Poison Ivy
Remedies
Last

autumn's

tree

If, despite precautions,

planting festival became more you develop a poison ivy rash,
memor~ble for many students
than the actual event. At least
six students acquired a nasty
case of contact dermatitis from
poison ivy or poison oak roots
while digging the soil to plant
their trees. Itchy, weepy,
scabbing skin and restless
nights ensued, sometimes
lasting up to two weeks. Two
students had severe allergic
reactions, causing puffy, beet
red faces and swollen shut
eyelids. These required systemic steroids to alleviate severe symptoms.
As we approach Earth
. Day and warmer weather, a
few precautions could help
prevent an outbrea}< of the
poison .ivy rash.
1. Know your plants (see
preceding article).
2. Wear gloves if planting
or doing yard work.
3. Wash your hands and
body well with Dawn dish detergent or old fashioned brown
soap after possible contact.
Use a nail brush to scrub poison ivy resins from under fingernails.
4. Wash all clothes worn
at the time of contact (i.e. after
a walk through the woods).
5.-Beware of all possible
~ontacts-a frisbee or softball
~etrieved from the woods, a
>et's fur, shoelaces, or the
lands of a friend who did not
vash well after outdoor ex>osure.

there are some basic measures .
you can take to make yourself
a bit more comfortable.
1. Use cold compresses or
soaks on he affected area for
twenty minutes, four to six
times a day. This is the mainstay of -therapy.
2. Apply a drying lotion
(eg. calamine) after each soak
or compress.
3. A void topical _lotions
containing antihistamine or
benzocaine derivatives (eg.
Caladryl). These ingredients
add nothing, and may act as
allergens.
,.
4. If the rash is not
weeping, apply 1% hydrocortisone cream 4-6 times per day.
· 5. Use an oral antihistamine (eg. Benadryl) for moderate to severe cases. This
helps decrease itchiness and
may help you sleep at night.
6. If the eyes, face, mucous membranes, genitalia, or
large areas over the body are
-involved, see your health care
provider.
Understand too, that one
can develop a sensitivity to
poison ivy at any time. Many
people (myself included) survive multiple childhood exposures with no allergy, only
to be surprised with an extensive case of contact
dermatitis in early adulthood.
So take precautions as you
enjoy the beautiful outdoors
of Annandale!

The ~nows of April.

along roads and trails. Relatively few people get poison
ivy, considering its abundance. After ·the leaves fall,
there is much less risk. During
the winter, cottontail rabbits
browse on the twigs, and several kinds of birds (notably
woodpeckers) eat the berries.
Evidently animals, like many
people, are not affected by the
toxin. The plant is also an important soil binder on the
Hudson River bluffs. Poison
ivy is a part to country living
in the Northeast.
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Earth Coalition

And the verdict is • • •

Forthoseofyououtthere cling. There will be new bins
"We,thejury,inthecaseof
whohavebeenhearingrumors .which will be more available, the people versus O.J. Simpson,
that Bard finally has an envi- convenient, and clearly find the defendant, O.J.... NOT
ronmental club, we are here to marked.
GUILTY ofthemurdersofNicole
tell you that t~ose rumors are
.·· Our. next.step will be a Brown Simpson and ~onald
true. We are Earth Coalition, ·c~mpus-wide education pro· Goldman." In all seriousness, reand we meet every Tuesday gram t~ ensure that students . gardless of whether or not O.J.
night at 7:30 o.n th~ t_hird floor ~re aware that Ba,rd is recy- perpetrated those two awful
of Aspinwall.
cling. Everyone s cooperation murders,the_spectacleof~eb.J.
Earth. Coalition started·:· is ~ssential to make this pro~ tv-trial present important impli· when. a group of us began gram work.
· ·
cati~ns for the America!) people,
IJ.leetinginformallyto work on
. You~y;havenoticed us for~hefutureofdemocracy,even.
recycling and composti~g at tabling at Kline ~jtha petition , {My own belief is that it is
. Bard because we ~11 .thought for an environmental bill of downright unethkhal to hold
something needed to be done . rights. This petition is paft. of · · sOnieone guilty for the progress
and rio·one seemed to he. doing· the national Free the Pl~net · of_ sc;ien~e: ~ould we. blatantly
anything. . After ~eeting in- campaign: which .. i~ trying to.. ignore Dr. Orenthal's dazzling
. formally for several months draw upon the voiCes of st'4- · ~w contribuJi,ons to surgery?]
we realized that we were a dents and others who are con.. The media, in its overgroup and wanted to open up cerned~ The goal to ·s end a whelmingcoverageofthe'trialof
totheBardcommunity. About message to Congress that we the century'; has discovered, or
eight of us travele<f to.Phila- want environmental issues even created, a host of new
. delphia for the Free the Planet taken seriously. You will see problems for the Atne~can legal
Conference after which we thispetitionagainatEarthbay system. Whatlsnext?Wouldyou
decided to incorporate the Free which will be held here at Bard pelieve the end of jury trials in
the Planet Campaign into our on April22. Earth Day is a big America? Never, you say? Judgalready existing goals of re- project and we need lots of ing from the perspective of the
cycling and food waste dis- ideas and help.
present, with the courtroom alposal
from
Kline
We run our meetings ready infiltrated by modern
(composting). We've already with rotation co-chairs and communication systems, can we
made a lot of progress on th~se everyone takes part in the envision a future where the arena
goals. We've· completed a leadership. We've accom- ofjusticehasbecomecontingent
campus-wide wasteauditwith plished a lot so far but there's 'on the presenceoftechnology, to
the help of Marie West, a muchmoretodo,socomewith the point that the law itself bewoman c;m1tracted by the col- your ideas and enthusiasm.
comes a. game, a movie, a
lege to deal specifically with •
simulacrumrnaskingtheabsence
our needs, suCh as recycling.
Thanks very much,
of iustice? a future where the
When we return from
courtrooms of an exploited U.S.
Spring Break the new recycling
Susana Strauss
legal system are restructured to
program will have taken effect..
Anna Lacina
correspond with our ideas of the
Earth Coalition
la-w: is derived from sit-com teleThis means Bard will berecy·

vision?afutureworldcontaining
exciting new possibilities, entertainingnewfonnsofpopularjustice? Of course, such actions
wouldbejustifiedonthepreteitse
of the necessity· to reveal Tim
WHOLE TRUTH.
. . Did, I hear you right? O.J.
· will be acquitted? WeU ...sony,
· Nicole,sorry,RonaldG,weknow
you deserved better, but.O.J. will
get off easy. Acquitted, because
ofanAmericanpsychologywhich
has bec~me timed, intimidated,
frightenedofassigningblamefor
any human crime. Acquitted,
pecause the people of this age of
information, and expecially their
children, are more susceptible
than ever to have doubt implantedintheirminds.Acquitted,
because the American media-industry has permeated society so
thoroughly that there can be no
isolating the jurors, no possible
sequestering which could adequately prevent their being exposed to prejudicial viewpoints.
The trial of O.J. Simpson is
more than. a trial conducted on
television, it is a trial about television,aboutvisualmedia.Witness:
Johnnie Cochrane's opening remark, pulled from the mouth of
JackNicholson:'Theycan'thandle
the truth!" He speaks to the jury,
saying, ''When you reach a
verdict.Jf you can reach a verdiet..." and already, we're starting
to hear stories of jW"Ors who lied to
become a part of this so-called
world:i~vent, jurors who are plac. - ingbetsontheoutcomeofthetrial,
signing licensing deals with Nike,
Coke, and Hertz Rent-a-Car.
Politicians may campaign
for the creation of an information
·What can you do to help? CountJsPCA (unless someone highway, but this ignores the fact
-Let us J<no.w if you want to requests a refund). We will issue that our information society has
adopt a cat or kitten: be aware, · periodic feline-and-finance uphQwever, that the cats are feral dates. We are guessing that there
and require patience.
are perhaps ten cats (but have no
-Let Sara (ext7454) know real idea of the number), and
where you see cats regularly on could ·figure roughly $90 for a .
campus, and what they look like. female and $65 for a male (bar-Contribute any amount of ring unusual circumstances); we
money you can to defray the haveonlyjuststarted-KittyOne,
verterinary costs, the only cost a young brownish-grey tabby
involvedinourproject:atpresent, femalewithacauliflowerear, was
Iwillpayvetbills,butican'tdoit _trapped and taken to the vet on
all myself and anything you do- March 15, and brought back on
nate will help. I will keep re<:ords, the 18th; total vet bill, $87.
which anyone can see in the Fac- .
I would be happy to hear
ultySecretaries' Office(Hegeman from anyone with suggestions
B8, ext. 7231 ), showing payments to improve our plan. I know
to the vet, contributions received Vassar has a program to adopt
(by donor, when known) and (I out its campus strays-perhope, I hope) funds available
haps someone would find out
keep up the project, including the details oftha t (I can supply
bringing cats back periodically a phone number), including
for shots, although that would staffing necessary. Thank you
dependonourabilitytotrapthem all in advance.
again; if there is any money unused after a certain period, it will
Carol Brener
be donated to the Dutchess
Faculty Secretary
1

is

Operation ~tray.Cats
To th~ Bard ~ominunity,

are

There
stray cats on cam.:.
pus, and a few of us are trying to

trapthem,getthemtestedforfeline
leukemia, then (if they test negative for feluke) get them fixed and
· giventhebasicshots(not,however,
thefelukeshotbecauseit'sunlikely
we could trapacatagainintime for
the follow-up shot).
Professor Burt Brody has
loaned us a HavaHart trap, and
Sara Cooper, Secretary to the
Dean of Students, is seeing to the
trapping with the help of Simon
Marcus. Dr. James MacDonald of
the Red Hook Veterinary Hospital (RD3, Box 15,Red Hook 12571,
(914) 758-2691) is giving us a very
good rate for veterinary sevices.
Mter ufull spa treatment,"
the cats will be released where
they were trapped on campusnot a great solution, but better
than their reproducing and/or
getting and/or passing on diseases.

to

already evolved to such a state
that we can tangi~ly feel the decline in our ability to anive-at
certainty, thedisintegrationofour
ability to assign guilt, blame; and
suddenly, no-·one can· prove a
thing. But scientific thinking will
continue to advance, to develop
new methodological standards,
new techniques fQr gath~ring
evidence. And, as the complexity
of the techniques through which
we accumulate· E!vi.dence develops, the language employed by
the prosecution will need to grow
proportionately u:oP.l, finally, it
will become too cumbersome to
be adequately handled by a juty,
even a jury of one's peers. At such
a point we would then have to
move away from jury trials, as
there is a growing segment of the
population which can't see the
big picture and, as a result of their
blindness, they will always offer
a site for doubt to take root.~
The fact is, we can no longer
pretend that we· can merely
present to facts and expect that
the jury will be able to make a
judgment free from any morally
coercive or otherwise seductive
rhetorical force. The fact is, we
cannot expect the individual to
be any more scientific in this age
· of information. The fact is the
O.T. trial could have profound
implications for the represent:ative character of American democracy.
But in the end, we will be
met with disappointment, for a
hung jury leaves us with no spectacular resonances. Disappointing, for, in the end,. this whole
trial is a spectacle-and nothing
else besides.
1

Andrew Noselli

Brought to you by the Dean of Student's Office

Wednesday Thursday
April I~
Aprill3
Table Fran~aise.
Kline President's
Room, 5:30p -

6:30p.

German Table.
Join us for some
conversation. All

are welcome to
attendl Kline
Commons Committee Roo_ms, 6p
-7p.

Spanish Conquest and CoJo ..
nizatlon at the
Center of tbe
Old World: The
Spanish Nation
in Rome. . 1555·
1625. Lecture by
Professor Thomas
Dandelet. Olin
Auditorium,
7 :30p. Reception
in the atrium at
6:45p.

--

Saturday
Aprill5

>C

April 12 to April 18, 1995

Sunday
April 16

Vintage Clothing, Records,
Pottery and
other nifty

Reading by Poet Coming Out Ball. Coming Out to
Parents and
John Ash. The
Sponsored by
Friends. An
poet, essayist, and Bigala as part of

things. Sold
today outside
Kline.

critic John Ash
will read from his
poems today at
3p.. Olin Auditorium.

Russian Discussion or Rysskl

art and literruy

Stol. AU are
welcome to come
from 5p 'till ??? .
Kline Commons
Committee
Rooms.

Bard Christian
Fellowship Meeting. Bard Chapel,
7p. All are wel-

Kline Committee
Rooms, 5p.

Shabbat: Wind
down after your
hectic week. Olin

the Queenveek.
Watch for signs
specifying place
and timel

Monday

Tuesday
April 18

April17
Queer FllmFest I.

informal discussion sponsored by
Bigala as part of
the Queerweek.
Albe Social, 7p.

Sponsored by
Bigala. Film and
time TBA, Preston.

Green Coalition
Meeting. Come
to dlscuss campus
recycling,
composting and
other environmental issues. Aspfn..
wall, 7 :30p.

Queer f'llmFest
D. Sponsored by
Bigala. film and
time TBA, Preston.

come.

Jewish Students'
Organization
Sister Cities
Project Meeting. meeting. Kabalat

S/M ACES meets
Moon Room,
every Thursday at
7:30p.
6pm In Kline
Committee Room.

Benvenuti alia
Tavola Italiana.

Kline President's
CAN/l'(ORI'IL
Room, 5-6p. Join
Meeting. Topic:
us for Italian
What are the
conversation from
Marijuana Laws?
6-7p. All welcomel
Come with your
Olin 202, 7p - 9p.
own harrowing
tales and information to share.
OHri. Moon Room,
8p.

Friday
April 14

AR

Free Fitness Seminars
AprillO -14: Diet and Exercise: How to lose the

extra ten pounds in a healthy manner. ·
April17 .. 21: Alternative Ways to Achieve Fitness
Without Entering a Weight Room.

Instructor: Gina Delmont, Bard Athletic Trainer/
Fitness Director.
Stevenson Gymnasium
7:00pm- 8:00p.

